In this project, youth engage in exploring the outdoor world by learning names and classifications. Youth will understand the essentials of studying nature: stop, observe, discover, how to correlate findings and more.

- Increase awareness and appreciation of nature and its structure.
- Explore human interdependence with the natural world.
- Gain knowledge of environmental and ecological concepts.
- Identify how humans impact the environment.
- Improve problem-solving and advocacy skills; take action that assumes

The activities above are ideas to inspire further project development. This is not a complete list.
Healthy Living

- Create an interpretive natural trail. Find a location, design the trail, contact appropriate authorities, fund raise, make posts, install. Enjoy.
- Identify “point source” and ‘non-point source” pollution and the effects on water

Citizenship

- Work with community groups to restore habitat for endangered or threatened species.
- Remove invasive species, i.e., caper spurge at Bodega Marine Lab.

Leadership

- Be a park steward. Volunteer at Bird/Wildlife/Songbird/Marin Mammal Rescue centers.
- Write a proposal asking that a vacant lot be turned into a playground/native plant
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